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We are conducting analytical studies of "mast-cable-hoop-membrane"
type antennae, using a transfer-matrix (Ref. 1) numerical analysis approach.
This methodology has beda chosen as particularly well-suited for handling
a large number of antenna configurations of a generic type. While not
capable of providing, in principle, more information than a proper NASTRAN
formulation, a dedicated transfer matrix analysis, both by virtue of its
specialization and the inherently easy compartment&Z.ization of the formula-
tion and numerical procedures, can be significantly more efficient not only
in computer time required but, more importantly, in the time needed to
review and interpret the results.
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TRANSFEI OF STATE VALMLES •AROW TIE SM
The analysers begins with the formulation of the typical element of
the hoop assembly. Assumptions in this formulation are as follows:
1. The hoop is polygonal,
2. the hoop support cables alternate up and down with each segment
of the hoop,
3. mass effects are approximated by a series of concentrated masses and
mass moments of inertia,
4. stiffness transfer matrices account for the flexibility of hoop
segments, which are modelled as equivalent beam-column-torsion members, including
shear deflections, and
S. initial tensions in the cables and hoop are negligible compared to
spring rates, (these tensions will be represented in subsequent analysis).
The typical hoop element model is conceived 4s beginning and ending in





liote that for hoop element 01 (is i • 1) the right-hand most station is "0"
and the left-hand most station is 11219.
With a transformation of the state variables around the hoop o as follows:
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IHTRODDCING TEE EFltCT OF CASLI FORCIS
The analysis proceeds by accounting for the transverse motions of








• to Clow&A AOmcoi PT. )
Me 5:r
The azimuthal direction ctr:esponding to station "0" on the hoop is
chosen as the reference direction; and state variables on the mast at the
upper branch point, o, and the lower branch point, o, are referred to
that direction.
A! cable force on the hoop is equal and opposite to that on the mast.
Thus, ae define	 frAz	 C 3
SL
-^	 t Here, subtracting the unit matrix from [V] and[!2k]insures
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TUMSFEA OF STATE VARMLES ' ALOSC TU MAST
The analysis now focuses on the transfer of state variables aloes the
mast. The following assumptions are made for the mast confisuration:
1. The feed assembly has its unique mass,
2. the feed mast has a uniform was distribution.
•	 3. the upper mast has a mass distribution that increases in sections
as we proceed down the mast.
4. the nub has a unique msssg
S. the lower mast has a mass distribution that decreases in sections
as we proceed down the mast,	 • .
6. the bottom mast has a uniform mass distribution. and
7. the mast may be assumed infinitely stiff in the axial direction.
The transfer of state variables from the feed assembly to just before





To obtain the state variables at
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Note that in free vibration, the forces and moments at the extremes of
the antenna assembly are zero. So those state variable vectors are
















	 (Wr.) consists of elements of D(V at the intersections of
its 3rd, 4th, 7th, 8th, 10th b 12th columns and its 1st, 2nd, 5th, 6th, 9th
t
b 11th rows. For a non-trivial solution the determinant of :5 (W M) must
k`	 equal zero. Given values for the geometrical and physical cbaracteristics of
s
the system, we can now determine natural frequencies of the structure, by









FINALIZING THE FORMLATION OF THE ANALYSIS
The mast and hoop structure are, in one sense, the skeleton on which the
antenna reflecting surface is hung. It now remains to represent the mass and
stiffness characteristics of the antenna surface in the analysis. We anticipate
doing this by dealing with the antenna reflecting surface as a series of pie-
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